The Cocoon backrest is our latest option to fit the Advance, Comfort and the Lite chairs. This backrest gives the client added support and comfort. It can be adjusted by changing the position or amount of stuffing in each of the 9 cells.

The Cocoon™ backrest COCBR-0-SCI-020

Key information

1. Fits the Configura Advance, Configura Comfort and Configura Lite chairs
2. Easily adjustable by removing stuffing from the cells
3. Pressure reducing fabric
4. The Cocoon takes the place of the two bottom cushions
5. One size fits all sizes

The Cocoon combines the flexibility of the multi-adjustable pillow backrest with the support of the lateral support backrest.

The “reduced shear backrest” mechanism on the Configura Advance and Comfort chairs complements this backrest by giving the client extra trunk support, whilst retaining comfort and pelvic stability.

On the standard Configura waterfall backrest, the Cocoon takes the place of the two bottom cushions, creating a more comfortable and supportive seating position for the client.